Fight counterfeits

Looks can be deceptive.
Fight counterfeits
to protect your image
Genuine Danfoss products are your guarantee of high quality.

Protect

your own reputation
– and the reputation
and safety of your
customers. Install
100% Danfoss
every time.

fightcounterfeits.danfoss.sg

Why use original Danfoss products?
Avoid system breakdowns. Avoid business losses.
Protect your reputation.

Filter driers

Expansion valves

Compressors

Avoid complete breakdown
of the system and damage
to your goods

Avoid losing refrigerant
charge and poor energy
efficiency

Avoid loss of safety,
low reliability and
reduced performance

Damage caused by water in the refrigerant
can be costly. Insufficient drying capacity
damages compressors.

Leakage in the welding of the power
element or at the setting screw of the
expansion valve may cause the system to
lose the refrigerant charge.

A reconditioned compressor that is not
homologated is at risk of exploding and
causing serious damage. Additionally,
incorrect electrical connections may lead to
electric shocks.

If the fake filter core disintegrates,
loose fragments can easily block the
expansion valve.

A typical downside of counterfeits is
reduced operating performance.

Reconditioned compressors will not
provide the same performance.

KP pressure switches

Avoid loss of pressure control
and damage to your system
The weak connection between bellows
and bellows bottom in a fake switch
is unreliable and can puncture at any
time. This will result in the pressure
switch malfunctioning, which can affect
performance of the whole application and
can also damage other components.

Protect your business.
There are many good reasons to ensure that
the product you pick is a genuine Danfoss part.
To find out more visit
fightcounterfeits.danfoss.sg
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